**Baruch Toastmasters Awarded Most Distinguished Club Honor**

By Macollvie Jean-Francois
News Editor

On Dec. 5, Baruch College Toastmasters (international) held their own awards ceremony to honor members of the club at the SkyLight Room in the 23rd street building. "Baruch Toastmasters provides free public speaking workshops and communication skills," said President Terrence Gibson.

The awards dinner was held to recognize current members who distinguished themselves and to encourage them to further enhance their skills. Approximately 35 members attended the festive occasion. The toastmasters, laughter, and relaxed atmosphere suggested that most of the attendees welcomed the opportunity to meet up and pretend in the social setting's acceptance environment, familiar to each other, trusted network, members with shared, and past vision. The feeling of achievement was also apparent in the audience comprised of the winners and delivered speeches.

Awards in various categories were presented. Among the winners were the Most Innovative Toastmaster, which went to Ting Hung (Baruch Toastmasters). Each of the winners received a Toastmaster honor, which went to Ting Hung, who will achieve the Competent Toastmaster honor. The Most Innovative Toastmaster for those who've completed half of the 10 speeches was bestowed upon Virginia Snead and Ola Famuyima, who will achieve the Competent Toastmaster honor. The Most Innovative Toastmaster Award for those who've completed half of the 10 speeches was bestowed upon Virginia Snead and Ola Famuyima, who will achieve the Competent Toastmaster honor.

When Hung's award was presented, the winners and delivered speeches, and the Notable Toastmaster Award went to Barry Weiss. Among the notables were students and alumni. The Toastmaster award is for the past president who did "well". The Toastmaster award is for the past president who did "well".

Continued on Page 1

**Students to Receive Free Medical Services**

By Robert Reyes
Staff Writer

In what is looked upon as a milestone, the city's first free medical care facility, Baruch College in the New York City area, held a meeting on Nov. 28 with the two possible medical providers.

The meeting, composed of Michael Siegel, Debbie C. Doggon, Sam Johnson, Sara Canzoni, K. Schmid, David Cantor, Lesmes Henry, and David Blanks was scheduled, in part, to discuss the upcoming contract negotiations between Baruch College and New York Presbyterian Hospital, and Baruch College.

During the meeting, held in a classroom center at the 23rd street administrative building, it was announced that the New York Presbyterian Hospital had decided not to continue pursuing a contract with Baruch.

In a written statement, New York Presbyterian said the hospital was seeking the contract. Baruch College and the New York Presbyterian Hospital had attempted to negotiate a contract with Baruch.

In a written statement, New York Presbyterian said the hospital was seeking the contract. Baruch College and the New York Presbyterian Hospital had attempted to negotiate a contract with Baruch.

Continued on Page 1

**New Health Care Center Delayed Until Spring 2000**

Students to Receive Free Medical Services

Continued on Page 2

**Students and administration labor to propose free medical care program. That rumor is to be held true for Baruch.**

Continued on Page 2

**School Gives Toys for Holidays**

By Sarah Arubing
Senior Staff Writer

This holiday season, various organizations on Baruch are working hard to brighten up a child's holiday. Baruch is allowing students to pick a child from the Good Shepherd

Continued on Page 2

**Baruch Creates Scholarship Honoring Hate-crime Victim**

By Macollvie Jean-Francois
News Editor

In what is looked upon as the final step, "in the ongoing process of giving back to the community of Baruch," the Student Government, Kappa Phi Delta, and the Accounting Society are working hard to brighten up a child's holiday. Baruch is allowing students to pick a child from the Good Shepherd

Continued on Page 2
Bellevue and Beth Israel Only 2 Left in Race to Get Baruch Contract

Continued from page 3

After Years of Wait, New Health Care Facility To Open Late Than Spring 2000 say Officials

Continued on Page 4

The Ombuds Office

The Ombuds Office is a confidential, neutral, independent party that helps students make problems and conflicts easier to sort through.
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http://www.baruch.cuny.edu/ombuds/

All requests to the college Ombuds Office can be made confidential except in cases of serious risk to self or others.

If you have a complaint about an instructor, class, or other college personnel, please contact the Ombuds Office.

For more information or to schedule an appointment, please call 212-857-3190.
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Health Care: Who Did, Who Did Not, and Who Is Still in the Running

Continued From Page 2

During the open meeting of the academic year, there was a lively discussion about whether the new facility should be opened. The Baruch Chapter decided to proceed with the project.

The committee's decision to operate in accordance with the regulations of the New York State Office of Higher Education.

Additionally, the committee received the results of the survey conducted by the College Health Services, Human Services, Inc., Home Service Agency, Inc., etc., and concluded that the proposed location would be suitable for the facility.

The committee also discussed the progress of the construction. The committee members agreed that the construction work would be completed by the end of the year.

The committee thanked Dr. Stephen Sussna for his contributions to the College. The committee expressed its appreciation for the opportunity to work with Dr. Sussna.

Toilet Makers International Gives Its Baruch Chapter an Award

Reading and serving the club, was awarded to Joseph Polito, last year's president. Competent Toastmaster, meeting a member can speak well.

"It's cool," said Dan Abrams, a junior who helped organize the event. "I always enjoy working with my peers. Toastmasters is a great organization that allows us to improve our communication and leadership skills."

The event was attended by about 50 people.

Toys and Coats for Those Without

Continued From Front

In the lobby of Baruch College buildings and the halls from the 2nd to 5th floor. For further information regarding the toy drive, contact the event coordinators.

By Rose Geary

The committee has been the most productive semester.

"I've gotten the opportunity to interact with people of different views and backgrounds, which is great for my personal growth," said Shane Smith, a junior who joined this semester.

"It's cool," said Dara Abrams, a junior who became officers.

"I've gotten the opportunity to interact with people of different views and backgrounds, which is great for my personal growth," said Shane Smith, a junior who joined this semester.

"I've gotten the opportunity to interact with people of different views and backgrounds, which is great for my personal growth," said Shane Smith, a junior who joined this semester. 
What Happened to Remediation?
An Assemblyman Breaks It Down

From the desk of Assembly Member Ed Sullivan, Chair of the Committee on Higher Education

HERE'S WHAT THE NEW YORK PRESS DOESN'T WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT THE NEW POLICIES AT CUNY—

Every single high school graduate who lives in New York City and who applies to CUNY is entitled to a seat.

Remedial classes will be available to every single CUNY student who needs them. Students who must attend a CUNY campus at least two years for remedial classes in writing, math, or both will no longer be allowed to contribute to the overcrowding of the city's public schools.

Students who need admission into a CUNY four-year college to complete remedial work will be able to do so without adverse impact on their credit record. More importantly, students must have completed their program in one year or less. Students taking a four-year college course who fail must retake the course the following year. Remedial classes are no longer available to students who have received a college degree.

Students taking credit-bearing courses will be enrolled in such a way as to make them eligible for TAP and Pell benefits.

Remedial classes will continue as before.

These are the commitments and clarifications made to the Friends of CUNY, which has been opposed to the Board of Regents' proposed policies. During the months leading up to the Regents' vote on November 22nd, they were in a state of confusion about the implications of AT&T's program. The Friends of CUNY did not get everything it wanted.

We want to have students taking remedial classes as well as credit-bearing courses on senior college campuses. We will not do so. These classes will be taught at the community college level and offered to the Board of Regents. We will not do so.

To accommodate these students, remedial classes will be continued on all other senior college campuses, as well as at all community colleges. Students taking remedial courses may either concentrate on these or pass a terminal program or take other college credit-bearing courses alongside their remedial classes.

ALL REMEDIAL CLASSES will be free of charge. Choice of subject area may be taken in three "H" programs, or in maintenance classes under a "H" program.
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A Controversial Scholarship

Whenever the memorial scholarship for Matthew Shepard is mentioned in any conversation, more than a few eyebrows are raised. A handful of people have expressed concern about whether a person like Matthew Shepard should be honored by any scholarship named after him. How appropriate is it? Shouldn’t Amadou Diallo also have a scholarship dedicated to him? He was, after all, the victim of a horrendous hate crime. He was single out as a target because he was gay. He would not have suffered through that horrible and harrowing experience if he was straight. To be politically correct, some people would shake their heads and say, “what a shame!” The truth is that they don’t really think that way. Most of them probably feel that it happened because he was gay — just a fact, who cares?

What is important to remember is that it could happen to anyone close to you. You don’t have to be gay to be affected by what happens to your brother, or son, or cousin, who happens to be gay. You don’t have to be a bleeding heart liberal either in order to sympathize. He should not have had to experience such an ordeal and have died that way, but he did and it is not something that we should forget. It is something that we should remember and not just brush aside — that is why the scholarship has been dedicated in his honor.

Bernard M. Baruch, Our Namesake: The Son of a Klansman... What Next

As long ago as the American colonies, many decades before, families fled the Old World for the New World. One family, the Hauss, is African American, and the African American community as a whole. One wonders what other disputes will one day, also, be, healed by the establishment of the scholarship?

Will they admit that Jefferson himself, as we have just learned, was not only a slave owner, but also an African American plantation owner?

Will they acknowledge that Jefferson, hundreds of years before Columbus, had expanded slavery and sold the African continent where the black man was colonized? Would it be the same if we asked why the 14th Amendment was not mentioned? Why not mention the great James W. Bevel?

In my autobiography, Bernard M. Baruch reports that “I live across a horrid ledger” of the Ku Klux Klan. I am left wondering: is this the reason why this scholarship is named after a Klansman?

A Controversial Scholarship

The Ticker is published weekly, fifteen times a semester by the Ticker editorial staff as: 19 East 12th Street, New York, NY 10011, Room 220.

Letters to the Editor: Ticked Off

The Ticker is subject to editing for space and clarity. All submissions are subject to editing and clarification. Additional photos and pieces to the Op-Ed page must be received by the following deadlines.

A Voice Crying in the Wilderness

By Jan Minnors

A Fish Story

By Grace Winkler

Random Shoppe

By Ginnine Winkler

Letters to the Editor: Ticked Off

Take a look around this week’s issue and you will find some interesting things. By giving you a slice of the scenery, we are presented with space and time.

For example, you may have a very good bead, this Tuesday on the Ticker. It’s been a long, hard winter. But we’re here now, and the weather promises to continue improving.

Yours truly,

Bernard M. Baruch

Our Namesake: The Son of a Klansman... What Next

At long last the American academy, after many decades of denial, finally admits Thomas Jefferson was a Klansman. No one ever architecturally fancied, Sally Hemings. However, this last admission is a great one, and the American people should be proud of this admission.

But is this also the African American community as a whole. One wonders what other disputes will one day, also, be, healed by the establishment of the scholarship?

Will they admit that Jefferson himself, as we have just learned, was not only a slave owner, but also an African American plantation owner?

Baruch is one of the best in the class at the CUNY, and as he knows, he is one of the best in the New York, but he doesn’t think much of the scholarship is a really unknown deserves an education. It is very hard to come up with many names of the many people who have worked for the establishment of the scholarship.

It is very important for a new student to learn about this scholarship, and the story of Bernard M. Baruch. At last when I saw him, he was never there.

Bernard M. Baruch, Our Namesake: The Son of a Klansman... What Next

Bernard M. Baruch was a Klansman.

Baruch is one of the best in the class at the CUNY, and as he knows, he is one of the best in the New York, but he doesn’t think much of the scholarship is a really unknown deserves an education. It is very hard to come up with many names of the many people who have worked for the establishment of the scholarship.
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CA$H FOR TEXTBOOKS NOW!

This sticker guarantees you 50% cash back!

And enter to win GREAT PRIZES!

guaranteed

By Dea Adamson
Contributing Writer

According to a 1998 consumer behavior survey, Hispanics are the fastest growing ethnic group, and businesses are beginning to pick up on this trend. As the Hispanic market grows, so does the opportunity for companies to reach this growing audience.

The Hispanic population has been increasing steadily, and companies are beginning to take notice. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the Hispanic population was 13.5 million in 1990, and is projected to grow to 32 million by 2010. This growth has led to a corresponding increase in purchasing power, with the Hispanic market now estimated to be worth over $200 billion annually.

As companies look to expand their reach, the Hispanic market is becoming an increasingly attractive target. According to a recent study by the Hispanic Marketing Association, the Hispanic market is expected to grow by 7.5% per year over the next decade, making it one of the fastest growing markets in the United States.

Companies are beginning to take notice of this trend, and are increasingly targeting the Hispanic market with their advertising and marketing efforts. According to a recent study by the Hispanic Advertising Council, Hispanic media spending is expected to grow by 7.7% per year over the next decade, with the Hispanic market now estimated to be worth over $200 billion annually.

As companies look to expand their reach, the Hispanic market is becoming an increasingly attractive target. According to a recent study by the Hispanic Marketing Association, the Hispanic market is expected to grow by 7.5% per year over the next decade, making it one of the fastest growing markets in the United States.

As Hispanic Population Increases
Businesses Scramble to Fill Marketing Niche

Maybelline 2000: Makeup For The Millennium

By Jenny Rubenstein
Contributing Writer

Figures show that the Hispanic population has been increasing steadily, and companies are beginning to take notice. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the Hispanic population was 13.5 million in 1990, and is projected to grow to 32 million by 2010. This growth has led to a corresponding increase in purchasing power, with the Hispanic market now estimated to be worth over $200 billion annually.
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Statesmen Rally Late To Win A Close One

By Jon Min Den

The Statesmen defeated Yeshiva University 76-70 in a close game. The Statesmen were on the outs as they were down six (37-31) in the first half. At half time, they were down six (37-31). Every time Baruch player stole the ball, the Statesmen would turn over the ball and score against Polytechnic. The most notable things was Balles came into the 13 points with 4 steals and 16 points, including 14 points in the prior game factor! Leonard Mitchell was awarded a solid again adding two points, 5 rebounds and a stretch of four consecutive defensive rebounds. Leonard Mitchell had a season high 18 points. (pbotolKeDyatta Pious) entails patience and situations.

Leonard Mitchell got the first step on a defender as he rose to his game high 16 points. (Photos/Kaycee Poll) Expectedly, Yeshiva made two more strong with Oliver Verzosahad a season high fouled -1999.

Baruch will face. defensive rebounds and I'll see you next semester. Later...

For Coke, AT&T and the Armed Forces: Get a RallyRootElement against Vermeil. The Lombardi won't be one of them though. Lack of imagination can be seen by the players this team plays with abandon. It will all pay off this year with a trip to the championship game against the Jags. Colt players are sure to be taking their team back to the title game after almost a two decade vacation. Wilbert Montgomery, Ron Williams. It's all been said before this year, but this team also has a tendency to run the ball and score against Polytechnic. The Statesmen held-Yeshiva to---36% shooting. In the second half, the team got the win and that is the most important thing. Leonard Mitchell started the first half on a defender as he rose to his game high 16 points. (Photos/Kaycee Poll) Expectedly, Yeshiva made two more strong with Oliver Verzosahad a season high 18 points. (pbotolKeDyatta Pious) entails patience and situations.

Leonard Mitchell could have taken the lead with a minute and 30 seconds left when a Yeshiva player stole the ball and was the height of the floor. But much like the hundred super hero who appears from this all, Trevor Brandon was there to bring the biggest bang to his career as he probably single-handedly saved the Statesmen. Brandon had played better than his all conference years.

Baruch will face. defensive rebounds and I'll see you next semester. Later...
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Aching persona, a body found in her apartment bed, is a car crash death from the 1608 building. The apartment was abandoned forever from the massive earthquake that struck Turkey and Taiwan. Georgia. It's been a rough year for us all.

But now what? Do we say oh well how sad and move on? History has been repeated to itself, and do you know why? Because people fail to learn the lesson. The first time, it was happened. At the rest of everything to the world's most famous.

How many of you have stopped for a moment of self-reflection, and thought about the lives that are no longer with us? How is this happening? These? Believe it or not, New York City, July 2000. Life exists out there, there are lives.

I see you automobiles out there, moving around between your jobs and school, pretending that you already are someone different by keeping yourself busy doing mundane tasks that you define yourself into thinking that either you are productive, or are too damn busy to do much of a difference. Do you ever sit and wonder why you are so obsessed? If you do I guarantee you'll laugh at yourself.

I don't want material goods for Christmas. There's a Chinese proverb that your norm used when I ask for material goods. Loosely translated, it seems the worth of an item: "Can't you eat it? Do you need that Pant shirt? In that remote unexplored underground floor, really necessary? Will you diminish without that; Claudia's an instant creature of earth, was slaughtered, but. Does it matter whether you buy the Pكانة thing that talks and is always open to be the one that just talks.

For the next year, all I ask is that people become more resilient. The MP3 PLAYER. Life goes on out there, and you don't have to watch it act uncontrollable, do you? Your vote counts. You can vote, you can do something with the one that just talks.

How did Amber deal with it? She sang on without missing a beat, and, addressed the problem by saying after the song. "Now you know I don't bullshit. Irs all Amber baby! No lip synching here. She only sang two more songs, If You, Could Read My Mind from the movie Studio 54 and of her current hit -sexual.

You can catch Amber live at KTU's Miracle on 34th Street concert at the Hammerstein Ballroom on December 10. but since that's not too probable you can also catch her celebrating the millennium at any of these clubs on December 31: Cylo in Staten Island, Roxy, and Sound Factory. Call those respective places for showtimes, or check out her website at www.amber-mcc.com for more info.

The stage at 4am was amazing, especially since she had already done a couple of other shows that night. She was looking extremely tired when she first arrived at Exit, and frustrated by the chaos in the back while she was waiting to enter the small dressing room.

By Kim Ping Koo
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By Kim Ping Koo

You first heard her in This Is Your Night, the international pop/dance hit that took over the clubs and airwaves in 1996. Her next release, One More Night, was also a smash dance number, much to her chagrin. Her ensuing popularity was a double edged sword, bringing her fame but also pigeon hoing her as a dance music artist. Working hard to overcome this typecast is Amber's second album, which bears the fruits of her labor. You may be surprised to know that her musical background lies in classical music. Her opera singer father and music teacher mother influenced her to sing throughout school. So how did she wind up becoming a dance music artist? "Everything blew up quickly," she recalls. "I did not chose this music." The first album was very rushed - a song titled "Another Night", asked her to work with them on This Is Your Night and voila, a star is born.

The Netherland born artist was "shocked with the ease of getting a record contract". She was signed by Tommy Boy Music fairly quickly. They have allowed her more creative control on her. second album, and even though it took her longer to complete she feels she has struck a good balance with the self titled Amber. It includes dance songs as well as ballads, showcasing her diverse skills and range as a singer and a songwriter.

Lucky for her, all her releases have burned up the charts and dance clubs everywhere. Expect to be grooving to her next release, Above the Clouds, which is scheduled to come out this month.

Faulking popular with the ease of getting a record contract and pigeon-hoing her as a dance music artist. Working hard to overcome this typecast is Amber's second album, which bears the fruits of her labor. You may be surprised to know that her musical background lies in classical music. Her opera singer father and music teacher mother influenced her to sing throughout school. So how did she end up becoming a dance music artist? "Everything blew up quickly," she recalls. "I did not chose this music." The first album was very rushed - 'Brendt and "Don't reflect on me as an artist." The Berman Brothers, who worked with other dance artists Real McCoy (Another Night), asked her to work with them on This Is Your Night and voila, a star is born. The Netherlands born artist was "shocked with the ease of getting a record contract." She was signed by Tommy Boy Music fairly quickly.

The stage at 4am was amazing, especially since she had already done a couple of other shows that night. She was looking extremely tired when she first arrived at Exit, and frustrated by the chaos in the back while she was waiting to enter the small dressing room.

Once she finally hit the stage though she clearly put all that away. She was flanked by two buff male dancers as she performed a semi-acappela rendition of One More Night when the music suddenly stopped a few seconds into the song.

I caught her performing live at Exit recently. Her explosive presence on the stage at 4am was amazing, especially since she had already done a couple of other shows that night. She was looking extremely tired when she first arrived at Exit, and frustrated by the chaos in the back while she was waiting to enter the small dressing room.

By Kim Ping Koo
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Dreamcast Hits

The Dreamcast is the perfect gift for the Christmas season. Present for those who have a passion for gaming, it is a video game priced at less than 50 dollars, making it a fantastic Christmas gift when you consider the capabilities of the machine.

This system seems to have it all, from a full package of the latest games to the most advanced features. The system is a go-to for serious gamers, and it is sure to have something for everyone.

Dreamcast Games

- Sonic Adventure
- Virtua Fighter
- Panzer Dragoon
- Space Channel 5

The Dreamcast has a variety of games that are sure to please any gamer. From adventure to action, there is something for everyone.

Dreamcast Features

- HD graphics
- Multiplayer support
- Wireless controllers
- Full range of compatible accessories

The Dreamcast is a game-changing console that is sure to make any gamer's Christmas complete.

Um Jammer Lammy: Give It a Chance

Remember Pangea the Ripper? It was a big hit for the Dreamcast, and it is still considered a classic. It even got a sequel, which was another hit. This game is not for everyone, but it is definitely worth checking out.

Counting Crowes: Not Easily Influenced

The band Counting Crows has been around for a while, but they are still making great music. With their latest album, "Not Easily Influenced," they have proved that they are not afraid to experiment.

Jeniffer Jones is back, and she is ready to reclaim the throne of top solo hits. "The Idea of Luke" and "Tina Cane" are sure to be huge hits this year. She proves that she has the talent to be a solo star.

The Original Tomb Raider Returns

Indiana Jones is back, and he is ready to take on the biggest adventure of his life. "The Raiders of the Lost Ark" is now available on the original Tomb Raider platform. This game is not for the faint of heart, but it is sure to be a hit with all Indiana Jones fans.

Dr. Dre Lives

Back from the dead of the past, Dr. Dre returns with one of the best hip hop albums of the year. "The Chronic" is an instant classic, and it is sure to be a hit on the charts.

The Gameplay is Fun

The gameplay is fun, and the graphics are beautiful. You have to use your whip, too. Indy will clue you in on what you need to do.

The Replay Value

The replay value is not that high because there are a lot of cool tricks as well. You have to hit the button at the right time and you go. All you have to do is hit the button on top of the big hop wheel when he returns again.
By Jon Minners

Rumpus Toys, a hot new company, is putting its products into the mainstream. Based in Mountain View, Rumpus Toys has developed a unique line of toys that combine educational value with entertainment. The company is known for its innovative toy designs and its commitment to creating fun and educational products.

Guz Quiz (shown above) is a college student's dream. Pretend it's your teacher and he just gave you this page report due in one week. Pull out his organic chemistry book. Yeah, take that Professor...um, this toy is an excellent stress reliever and just one of the many fun toys Rumpus has for sale.

Guz Quiz is known as a security blanket that rolls up into a compact and easy-to-carry toy. Rumpus Toys, the company behind Guz Quiz, is known for its unique design and its ability to keep children happy. The toy is a perfect gift for young children and is sure to become a favorite among parents and children alike.

Rumpus Toys, the company behind Guz Quiz, has developed a number of innovative toys. The company is committed to creating fun and educational products that are both engaging and easy to use. The company's toys are designed to help children learn and explore in a fun and exciting way.

Rampage Toys is a hot new company that has developed a unique line of toys that combine educational value with entertainment. The company is known for its innovative toy designs and its commitment to creating fun and educational products.
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New Meaning to the Phrase Girl Power.

I could never write about anime without including Sailor Moon. surveys about what anime fans want to see. For one thing, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in the show. For another, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon. For the third, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's character. For the fourth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's personality. For the fifth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's abilities. For the sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's talents. For the seventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's growth. For the eighth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's strength. For the ninth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's intelligence. For the tenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's beauty. For the eleventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's fashion. For the twelfth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's power. For the thirteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's courage. For the fourteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's kindness. For the fifteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's cheerfulness. For the sixteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's care. For the seventeenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's respect. For the eighteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's love. For the nineteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's friendship. For the twentieth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's support. For the twenty-first, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's growth. For the twenty-second, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's strength. For the twenty-third, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's intelligence. For the twenty-fourth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's beauty. For the twenty-fifth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's fashion. For the twenty-sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's power. For the twenty-seventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's courage. For the twenty-eighth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's kindness. For the twenty-ninth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's cheerfulness. For the thirty-first, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's care. For the thirty-second, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's respect. For the thirty-third, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's love. For the thirty-fourth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's friendship. For the thirty-fifth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's support. For the thirty-sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's growth. For the thirty-seventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's strength. For the thirty-eighth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's intelligence. For the thirty-ninth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's beauty. For the forty-first, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's fashion. For the forty-second, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's power. For the forty-third, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's courage. For the forty-fourth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's kindness. For the forty-fifth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's cheerfulness. For the forty-sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's care. For the forty-seventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's respect. For the forty-eighth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's love. For the forty-ninth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's friendship. For the fiftieth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's support. For the fiftieth-first, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's growth. For the fiftieth-second, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's strength. For the fiftieth-third, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's intelligence. For the fiftieth-fourth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's beauty. For the fiftieth-fifth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's fashion. For the fiftieth-sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's power. For the fiftieth-seventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's courage. For the fiftieth-eighth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's kindness. For the fiftieth-ninth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's cheerfulness. For the fiftieth-tenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's care. For the fiftieth-eleventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's respect. For the fiftieth-twelfth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's love. For the fiftieth-thirteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's friendship. For the fiftieth-fourteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's support. For the fiftieth-fifteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's growth. For the fiftieth-sixteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's strength. For the fiftieth-seventeenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's intelligence. For the fiftieth-eighteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's beauty. For the fiftieth-nineteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's fashion. For the fiftieth-twentieth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's power. For the fiftieth-twentieth-first, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's courage. For the fiftieth-twentieth-second, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's kindness. For the fiftieth-twentieth-third, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's cheerfulness. For the fiftieth-twentieth-fourth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's care. For the fiftieth-twentieth-fifth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's respect. For the fiftieth-twentieth-sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's love. For the fiftieth-twentieth-seventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's friendship. For the fiftieth-twentieth-eighth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's support. For the fiftieth-twentieth-ninth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's growth. For the fiftieth-twentieth-tenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's strength. For the fiftieth-twentieth-eleventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's intelligence. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twelfth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's beauty. For the fiftieth-twentieth-thirteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's fashion. For the fiftieth-twentieth-fourteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's power. For the fiftieth-twentieth-fifteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's courage. For the fiftieth-twentieth-sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's kindness. For the fiftieth-twentieth-seventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's cheerfulness. For the fiftieth-twentieth-eighth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's care. For the fiftieth-twentieth-nineteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's respect. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's love. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-first, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's friendship. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-second, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's support. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-third, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's growth. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-fourth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's strength. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-fifth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's intelligence. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's beauty. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-seventh, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's fashion. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-eighth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's power. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-nineteenth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's courage. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-twentieth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's kindness. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-twentieth-first, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's cheerfulness. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-twentieth-second, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's care. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-twentieth-third, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's respect. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-twentieth-fourth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's love. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-twentieth-fifth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's friendship. For the fiftieth-twentieth-twentieth-twentieth-sixth, this shows how much the anime fans are interested in Sailor Moon's support.
Hail, I'm twenty-three years old and my girlfriend happens to be sixteen. A lot of my friends are giving me flak about it, but I really see nothing wrong with it. We're not having sex. I just like spending time with her and it. Am I wrong? Why can't they get off my back.

The views expressed in this ad are not those of the entire Asterix staff. Yes, we are here to help, but no, we don't want your money if you don't.

Join us, or I'll come to your home and kick your ass.

**Music to Strip By**

**By Joe Minners**

You don't even have to read on if you don't want to. Rob Zombie's American Made Music to Strip By, kicks ass. I have always liked Rob Zombie since his days in White Zombie. The man's music hasn't changed a bit. Still the same pumped up domestic songs with that weird metal only Zombie can bring you.

Zombie loves mixing his songs and this CD is filled with mixes of songs from last year's Hellyeah Delusion, Dopeholic and a Pink Punk Mix (can I say that?!) of Meet the Creeper. Zombie loves mixing his songs and this CD is filled with mixes of songs from last year's Hellyeah Delusion, Dopeholic and a Pink Punk Mix (can I say that?!) of Meet the Creeper. I loved this CD. Now, I won't trip to it, but I will definitely work out to or play loops with it blaring on the stereo. The various genres mixed with Zombie's music did a fantastic job, making each song sound unique from its original. Of course, having Rob Zombie's demonic voice makes for a very edgy, smartie. Every song is very well done for a number. By combining Zombie's creepy voice with an electro sound, it seems to get some strange, yet catchy music with a kick ass beat and a dark metal, techno type sound to it.

**Skate or Destroy**

By Badseed

Rockin' games, the people that brought you Cabela's and the first ever released sequel, now bring you Thunder Hawk. The world of skateboarding is now available in a game that can be cashed in on the recent popularity of skateboarding. I don't hear many cash registers opening up when the game is for sale, but I have many skaters play with this game as they are looking for the next big move. The game play is very smooth and realistic. The guy doing the moves is never the same, and the game play is never the same. You have to miss the move and another character will do the move. The graphics are gooey. The sound effects are very well done. I have never heard a skateboard actual sound before. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent. The game play is fast and fluid. You can see the moves in front of you and actually do the tricks. The graphics are nice, but the music is better. The music is great. The game play is excellent.
He waved hoping not to see me at the next stop. Meanwhile, my chest and my head were ready. The sun had already hit the road, and I was sure of the perils that may await him. On his maiden voyage eyes wide open, he followed by a flickering flame. Go check it out!

That son of a buck-eye! He just took out his gun! You! You! You still got that camera rolling! This is going to be a great film at Cannes Festival!

Welcome to Devil's Eye Land!

The roar of an unforgiving engine, a moan, and voices echoing. Upon the pitch black street, a high speed racing figure grows larger by a flickering flame.

Jesus Christ! Jesus Christ! It's some freak on a bike dragging a bloody horse behind him. He's as good as dead when we send him down. He's as good as dead when we send him down.

On RONIN's ironhorse, he dug a flaming gasoline drum off a chain. And as he rode, he snags the chain and loose sending Lehan's coffee flying into the Kavass estate.

And do you still serve that deadly boogey man? Do you still serve that deadly boogey man?

They chase RONIN out of Brooklyn. Oh, I didn't know they had a special mercenary that you specifically ordered. Body armor, specially modified, fully reloaded, fully equipped. The Limbaugh man loned and we sent the search boats after him... and X:37 rode Dharma

Of course Raul! We can use her in our next snuff film! Ha ha! Ha ha! What do you think? How do you think?

Go check it out!

Welcome to Devil's Eye Land, ormore and eyes burning. Upon the pitch black street, a high speed racing figure grows larger by a flickering flame.

Jesus Christ! Jesus Christ! It's some freak on a bike dragging a bloody horse behind him. He's as good as dead when we send him down.

The roar of an unforgiving engine, a moan, and voices echoing. Upon the pitch black street, a high speed racing figure grows larger by a flickering flame.
Expressions

AND I SAY...
They forced into her house.
In the dead of the night.
What followed was a trail of blood,
Forever burnt in her mind.
She pleaded and begged but little did realise
the protectors of the law are no longer on our side.
They shot her twin stars
leaving her a madone of hell.
A nightmare of tears and darkness
and khalas's demise.
The murder of khalas!
The murder of their savour!
The murder of a warrior!

The turban once decorated to fight for,
Is now tied around him to burn him alive.
The hand that took the sword fearing neither death
nor pain, Is now reduced to ashes, And who is to explain???

The cries of agony and torture
What was upheld amidst torturous pains.

Our spirit still wails in emptiness!

For their spirit still wails in emptiness!

Rebel without a cause to seat

To me, I say...
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